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We are what we repeatedly do.

kcellence, then, is not an act, but a

habit. These words by Aristotle

circumstances we are in, I sincerely

hope we have a full-fledged offline
meefing next year. AS we are doing

embody the spirit of the winners of

this for the second time, the

the 'Oscars of the design and

jugglery of reaching the
logistical
trophies to our winners has been

building ind ustry
No second wave of the

somewhat easier and the

pandemic or lockdown came in the

way of bringing the architect and
builder fraternity together! The

16h CONSTRUCTION WORLD
Architect & Builder Awards
(CWAB) Awards, held on

August
20, 2021, for the second
time virtually, recognised and
36 leading architects and
awarded
builders in India across the

offline
the
starry
evenings
have
taken
form
of this fabulous virtual event foday."
years ago, the CWAB
Awards were conceptualised to

ixteen

Noteworthy Projects

category, a

process started in 2016, and, since
Regionals category, where an

to be known as the Oscars of the

from each of the four regions of

design and building industry.

Thisyear, once again, we

Awareness and Technology.

her
opening remarks, "While
have all been rising to the

comprised
industry stalwarts. We
also invited entries in the

architect and builder is awarded

and Noteworthy Projects.

we

"These
nominations were shortlisted
and presented to the jury, which

And over the years, they have come

to the Environment with Creativity,

ASAPP Info Global Group, said in

Falguni Padode.

the design and building community.

Top Architects and Top Builders;

Falguni Padode, Co-Founder

said

2018, we have invited entries in the

categories
of India'sTop Builders
and Top Architects; Regional
As

excellence,"

recognise and award excellence in

celebrated design excellence with a

& Group Managing Editor,

winners you will
based model. "The
have
sent us
here
today
their
and
chosen
to
work
partner with us
in our quest to recognise
see

unique theme: RE-ACT: To Respond

the country.

This year, one jury judged the

Top Architects and Regional

Architects, while another jury

Selecting the winners

adjudged the Top Builders and
Regional Builders.Both these were
held online. "The Regional award
for a builder in the West remains

ince 2006, the process has
undergone multiple changes,
morphing today into a nomination-

unrepresented as we did not havea
clear winner," said Falguni Padode.
"For Noteworthy Projects, we invited
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